ENVIRONMENT
SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
MONDAY 18TH MARCH, 2013

AT 6:00PM
IN COMMITTEE ROOM 2
THE COUNCIL HOUSE
DUDLEY
If you (or anyone you know) is attending the meeting and requires
assistance to access the venue and/or its facilities, could you
please contact Democratic Services in advance and we will
do our best to help you

HELEN SHEPHERD
ASSISTANT DEMOCRATIC SERVICES OFFICER
Internal Ext – 5236
External – 01384 815236
E-mail – helen.shepherd@dudley.gov.uk
You can view information about Dudley MBC on
www.dudley.gov.uk

IMPORTANT NOTICE
MEETINGS IN DUDLEY COUNCIL HOUSE

Welcome to Dudley Council House

In the event of the alarm sounding, please leave the
building by the nearest exit. There are Officers who
will assist you in the event of this happening, please
follow their instructions.

There is to be no smoking on the premises in line with
national legislation. It is an offence to smoke in or on
these premises.

Please turn off your mobile phones and mobile
communication devices during the meeting.
Thank you for your co-operation.

Directorate of Corporate Resources
Law and Governance, Council House, Priory Road, Dudley, West Midlands DY1 1HF
Tel: 0300 555 2345
www.dudley.gov.uk

Your ref:

Our ref:
05/11/12/HS

Please ask for:
Miss H Shepherd

Telephone No.
(01384) 815271

7th March, 2013
Dear Member
Meeting of the Environment Scrutiny Committee – Monday 18th March, 2013 –
6.00pm
You are requested to attend a meeting of the Environment Scrutiny Committee to be
held on Monday 18th March, 2013 at 6.00pm in Committee Room 2 at the Council
House, Dudley to consider the business set out in the Agenda below.
The agenda and reports for this meeting can be viewed on the Council’s internet site
www.dudley.gov.uk and follow the links to Meetings and Decisions.

Yours sincerely

Director of Corporate Resources

AGENDA

1.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
To receive apologies for absence from the meeting.

2.

APPOINTMENT OF SUBSTITUTE MEMBERS
To report the appointment of any substitute members serving for this
meeting of the Committee.

3.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
To receive Declarations of Interest in accordance with the Members’ Code of
Conduct.

Director of Corporate Resources: Philip Tart LL.B. (Hons), Solicitor
Assistant Director Law and Governance: Mohammed Farooq, LL.B. (Hons), Barrister

4.

MINUTES
To approve as a correct record and sign the Minutes of the meeting of the
Committee held on 5th November, 2012 (copy attached).

5.

PUBLIC FORUM

6.

TRADE WASTE RECYCLING (PAGES 1 - 2)
To consider a report of the Director of the Urban Environment.

7.

AN UPDATE ON AIR QUALITY WITHIN DUDLEY METROPOLITAN
BOROUGH (PAGES 3 - 6)
To consider a report of the Director of the Urban Environment.

8.

REGULATION OF THE PRIVATE RENTED SECTOR (PAGES 7 - 17)
To consider a report of the Director of Adult, Community and Housing
Services.

9.

HOUSING FRAUD (PAGES 18 - 97)
To consider a report of the Director of Adult, Community and Housing
Services.

10.

REVIEW OF ALLOCATIONS AND TENANCY POLICY (PAGES 98 - 105)
To consider a report of the Assistant Director of Housing Services, Directorate
of Adult, Community and Housing Services.

11.

TO ANSWER QUESTIONS UNDER COUNCIL PROCEDURE 11.8 (IF ANY).
AND QUESTIONS ON INFORMATION ITEMS PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED
SEPARATELY.
Members are asked to e-mail Helen Shepherd, at the address shown on the
agenda cover, at least three working days before the meeting details of any
questions they would wish to raise ON THE INFORMATION ITEMS.
This will enable responses to the questions to be circulated prior to the
meeting.
Questions on information items raised at the meeting will receive a written
response following the meeting.

To: All Members of the Environment Scrutiny Committee, namely:
M. Aston

Boleyn

Duckworth

A Finch

Hanif

Harley

James

Jordan

J Martin

Mrs Shakespeare

Mrs H Turner

ENVIRONMENT SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
Monday 5th November, 2012 at 6.00 pm
in Committee Room 2, The Council House, Dudley

PRESENT:Councillor Hanif (Chair)
Councillors M Aston, Boleyn, Duckworth, Harley, James, L Jones, Jordan, J
Martin, Mrs Turner and Tyler.
Officers
Director of Corporate Resources (As Lead Officer to the Committee),
Assistant Director of Planning and Environmental Health, Assistant Director of
Environmental Management, Head of Environmental Health and Trading
Standards (All Directorate of Urban Environment); Assistant Director of
Housing Services (Directorate of Adult, Community and Housing Services),
Treasurer and Miss H Shepherd (Both Directorate of Corporate Resources).

21.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apologies for absence from the meeting were submitted on behalf of
Councillors A Finch and Mrs Shakespeare.

22.

APPOINTMENT OF SUBSTITUTE MEMBERS
It was noted that Councillors Tyler and L Jones had been appointed as
substitute members for Councillors A Finch and Mrs Shakespeare,
respectively, for this meeting of the Committee only.

23.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
No member made a Declaration of Interest in accordance with the Members
Code of Conduct.

24.

MINUTES
RESOLVED
That, the minutes of the meeting of the Committee held on 5th
September, 2012, be approved as a correct record and signed.
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25.

PUBLIC FORUM
No matters were raised under this agenda item.

26.

REVENUE BUDGET STRATEGY 2013/14
A joint report of Officers was submitted to consult with Members on the
Revenue Budget Strategy for 2013/14 and the Medium Term Financial
Strategy.
Arising from the presentation given, a Member raised concerns with regard to
the spending pressures and the calculation of the landfill and waste costing.
The Assistant Director of Environmental Management stated that the landfill
tax, set nationally, had increased by £8 per ton and that domestic waste being
incinerated had reduced but was unpredictable. It was anticipated that there
would be more waste recycled, which would reduce landfill and free up
additional capacity at the plant which would be offered out to other waste
organisations.
In response to further questions the Assistant Director of Environmental
Management informed the Committee that the green waste fleet vehicles
were hired on a five-year lease, however due to new technology and reliability
of the vehicles, it was considered that the vehicles could run over a 7 year
period. The reduction in green waste care business had been factored in, but
it was considered that the vehicles worked excessively during the months of
April to October. It was considered that a generic fleet would be more
beneficial and efficient for the Authority. It was also stated that the
introduction of wheelie bins would be factored in with the roll out of the
recycling scheme and that funding for the wheelie bins would be obtained
from the black sack capital and from the reduction in the number operatives.
It was confirmed that it costs £52 per ton to incinerate waste and £72 per ton
for landfill.
A Member raised concerns with regards to the savings required relating to the
reduction in road and footway reconstruction and resurfacing and referred to
the current scheme and the visible improvements. The Assistant Director of
Environmental Management stated that it was a significant cut to the
programme and that it would affect future schemes. He also confirmed that
the programme would not be able to work as it was currently and that different
methods and materials would be utilised, but intelligence would be used to
determine and prioritise the areas that were most in need of maintenance
work.
In response to a question the Assistant Director of Environmental
Management stated that Ward Members, together with the Cabinet Member
for Transportation and Community Safety would all be consulted with regard
to the consideration of implementing charges on currently free parking car
parks.
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With reference to paragraph 36 of the report submitted relating to public
consultation, a member raised concerns and requested that other methods of
communicating the consultation be explored to ensure that all residents were
consulted. It was stated that the consultation would be wider spread than just
the internet and would also include meeting with an array of community
groups across the borough.
Arising from a question the Assistant Director of Environmental Management
advised that the Council currently worked with partners when resurfacing
roads and footpaths and that specialised machinery was supplied by partners
to recycle old surfaces, which when mixed with a few additional materials was
re-invigorated and re-laid. This procedure was being monitored but it was
confirmed to be satisfactory, sustainable and environmentally friendly.
A Member requested assurance that the reduction in grounds maintenance
would not impact on public rights of way as this was a safety issue and
problems with anti social behaviour were already being experienced in certain
areas and that the reduction in gully drain emptying would not increase
flooding issues within the borough which could subsequently then impact on
the quality of road surfaces. The Assistant Director of Environmental
Management stated that grounds maintenance would need to prioritise areas
to be maintained, however regular inspections of public rights of way would
be adhered to due to legal obligations. All maintenance works would be
prioritised in relation to potential hazards to the public and that gully emptying
would be impacted, but known hotspots that were expected to flood would
take priority.
RESOLVED
That the Cabinet’s Revenue Budget Strategy proposals for 2013/14
and Medium Term Financial Strategy, as set out in the report, and
appendix A to the report, submitted, be noted and that the Cabinet be
informed that there were no specific issues that this Committee would
wish to raise.

27.

ROGUE TRADERS AND DOORSTEP CRIME
A report of the Director of the Urban Environment was submitted on the role
of Dudley Trading Standards Service in combating problems of Doorstep
Crime and investigating rogue traders.
Following the presentation a Member commended the Fix a Home scheme
but raised concerns in relation to ex-offenders knocking on doors selling items
and considered that this could be intimidating for residents especially the
elderly. It was suggested that the Council could possibly have a register for
anyone who wished to sell door to door and that an identity card could be
issued with a registered number, which it was considered, would give
residents more assurance when approached. The Head of Environmental
Health and Trading Standards agreed to explore this option with colleagues
and legal services.
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In response to a question raised the Head of Environmental Health and
Trading Standards stated that there were no immediate plans to extend the
‘No Rogue Trader Zone’, but would continue to work with West Midlands
Police in identifying hotspots within the borough.
Arising from a question raised the Head of Environmental Health and Trading
Standards confirmed that the Council did not actively promote the Fix a Home
list to Traders, Traders contacted the Council direct if they wished to be
included. However the possibility of advertising to extend the list would be
investigated.
Concerns were raised by Members that residents within the ‘No Rogue Trader
Zone’ had not received the documentation referred to in the report and
questioned where the figures, referring to residents feeling safer in their
homes since the introduction of the zone, had been obtained. The Head of
Environmental Health and Trading Standards stated that the figures had been
obtained from a national survey and did not solely relate to Dudley. He also
stated that further publications could be printed and distributed to areas that
had been missed during the original distribution.
In response to a further question raised it was confirmed that it was
completely free for a trader to be registered on the Fix a Home traders list, but
traders would be required to attend an interview which lasted approximately
one hour and provide a series of references before being accepted. It was
stated that following any work carried out by a trader on the list, a survey was
sent to the resident to complete providing feedback on the work carried out.
Any traders considered to be unsatisfactory would be removed from the list
and no longer recommended. It was also stated that Age UK Dudley funded
the Fix a Home brochure that was produced and distributed.
Following discussions it was considered by a Member that if a register for
door-to-door sales and identity cards were to be implemented, it was
important for the scheme to be promoted to ensure resident awareness.
RESOLVED
(i)

That the information contained in the report submitted, on the
role of the Dudley Trading Standards Service in combating
the problems of Doorstep Crime and investigating Rogue
Traders, be noted.

(ii)

That the Head of Environmental Health and Trading
Standards explore the option of having a register for door to
door salespersons with colleagues and legal services and
report back to the Committee.
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28.

AGE RESTRICTED PRODUCTS ENFORCEMENT
A report of the Director of the Urban Environment was submitted updating
Members on legislation enforcement and advice activity carried out by the
Trading Standards Service concerning the sale of alcohol to persons aged
under eighteen and to provide an annual report to Members on tobacco
enforcement activity as required by specified legislation.
Arising from a question it was confirmed by the Head of Environmental Health
and Trading Standards that there was currently no monitoring mechanism in
place for sale of lottery tickets or scratch cards to under age persons.
Members commended Officers involved in Alcohol Enforcement for the
excellent work that they did and the paper work that was produced.
In response to a question it was stated that a person obtaining alcohol on
behalf of an under age person, known as a ‘proxy sale’, was also classed as
an offence and with sufficient evidence could result in legal action.
Arising from a question the Head of Environmental Health and Trading
Standards agreed to provide the Committee with a breakdown of the areas
where test sales had taken place and report to a future meeting of the
Committee on the work carried out in relation to the sale of fireworks.
The Head of Environmental Health and Trading Standards also agreed to
provide Members with the number of cases in which Dudley and Her
Majesty’s Revenue and Customs had worked together in combating
counterfeit and illicit alcohol and tobacco.
In response to a question, the Head of Environmental Health and Trading
Standards explained the procedure of a test purchase and referred to the
officers who would be present. He also confirmed that Dudley worked in
conjunction with NHS Dudley to help promote health related issues in relation
to the dangers of purchasing counterfeit and illicit products.
RESOLVED
(i)

That the information contained in the report submitted, on
legislation enforcement and advice activity carried out by
the Trading Standards Services concerning the sale of
alcohol to persons aged under eighteen and the annual
report on tobacco enforcement activity as required by
specified legislation, be noted.

(ii)

That the Head of Environmental Health and Trading
Standards report back to a future meeting of the Committee
with a breakdown of the areas in which test sales had taken
place and report on the work carried out in relation to the
sale of fireworks to underage persons.
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(iii)

29.

That the Head of Environmental Health and Trading
Standards provide Members with the number of cases in
which Dudley and Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs
had worked together in combating counterfeit and illicit
alcohol and tobacco.

WEST MIDLANDS BEST USE OF STOCK (WMBUS) INITIATIVE
A report of the Director of Adult, Community and Housing Services was
submitted on the collaborative work that was being undertaken by the major
social landlords in the region.
Arising from the presentation the Chair expressed the importance of Members
attending the Welfare Reform Awareness training that would be provided and
asked the Assistant Director of Housing Services to e-mail all Members again
once dates had been confirmed.
The Assistant Director of Housing Services confirmed that it was anticipated
that there would be two working group meetings before Christmas to discuss
the Allocations Review and Tenancy Policy and the Housing Strategy.
A Member requested an assurance that in respect of persons involved in the
cross borough exchanges the Council would be provided with the persons
housing history prior to the exchange.
Following discussion a Member expressed the need for a mechanism to be
built in to the allocation process to address individual exceptional cases. The
Assistant Director of Housing Services stated that this policy was considered
at the former Choice Based Lettings Working Group, but could be readdressed at the new working group once fully established if the group felt it
appropriate.
In response to a question from a Member relating to the ‘bedroom tax’ the
Assistant Director of Housing Services stated that apart from claimants over
pensionable age, there were no exceptions to the measure regardless of the
claimant’s circumstances. This is likely to be subject to legal challenge as in
a private sector case the Court of Appeal had ruled that the legislation
discriminated against people needing an extra bedroom for a carer or
because children cannot share a bedroom as a result of a disability.
A Member raised concerns with regards to the housing bidding process,
especially for elderly residents who did not have access to the internet or
were not confident in using the system and asked if there was data on how
efficient the bidding system was. The Assistant Director of Housing Services
stated that no resident should be disadvantaged by the system and that
Officers offered a service where they would place bids on that person’s
behalf. The Member accepted this but expressed concern that the system did
not encourage people who were under occupying a property to consider
moving. The Assistant Director of Housing Services agreed to look in to this
and provide a written response to the Member.
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RESOLVED
(i)

That the information contained in the report submitted, on the
collaborative work that was being undertaken by the major
social landlords in the region, be noted.

(ii)

That the Assistant Director of Housing Services e-mail all
Members confirming dates of the Welfare Reform Awareness
training.

(iii)

That two meetings of the Housing Working Group be held
before Christmas to consider the Allocations Review and
Tenancy Policy and the Housing Strategy.

(iv)

That the Assistant Director of Housing Services provide a
written response to a Member in regard to the promotion of
re-housing to people under occupying their homes.

The meeting ended at 7.55 pm.
CHAIR
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Agenda Item No. 6

Meeting of the Environment Scrutiny Committee – 18th March 2013
Report of the Director of The Urban Environment
Trade Waste Recycling
Purpose of Report

1.

To update the Committee on proposals to increase trade waste recycling.

Background
2.

Current collection services for trade waste are only for mixed waste that is delivered
to the waste to energy plant at Lister road. This waste is incinerated to produce
electricity which is transmitted into the local grid network. Trade waste is collected
by a dedicated fleet of 4 vehicles fitted with container lifts. These vehicles also
collect household waste from flats. It is very difficult to accurately determine
performance on trade waste due to the mixed nature of the collections. Our trade
waste service performs well and is competitive, with a focus on smaller businesses.

3.

Trade Waste recycling is not a new issue. Some trade waste recycling services
have been previously offered, mainly for glass cullet but take-up was poor. This lack
of success can be attributed to lack of suitable infrastructure for collection and
storage, and also because of a lack of promotion, and integration into the Council’s
mainstream collection services. It was also at a time when culturally trade waste
recycling was not an accepted norm. The introduction of a national waste strategy,
and the promotion of the waste hierarchy, i.e. more minimisation and recycling, less
landfill and disposal, has led to changes in waste collection practices nationally.

4.

Some recent review work has been undertaken to examine the scope for the
expansion of recycling collections to trade premises. This is part of a wider
improvement agenda for waste collection services. This will include a change to
wheeled bins for residual household waste, and also the introduction of an enhanced
recycling collection service following the recent award of £1.8 million from 2014 via
the ‘Pickles millions’ bid for government weekly collection support funding.

5.

As a precursor some initial work has been done to review the provision of trade
waste collections, in light of these service developments. Under future plans trade
waste will be collected separately by dedicated rounds, and household waste will
also be separately collected. This will be integrated as far as possible into the new
rounds for wheeled bins. All collection rounds, for all services, will be reviewed and
optimised using software. Trade recycling will be integrated into the wider enhanced
new recycling rounds. Some case study work has been done on other Council’s that
collect trade recycling, including Oxford, Canterbury, Cheltenham and Wealden.
This experience will inform the process and provide a template for service change.
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Materials collected include paper, card, plastic bottles, cans, glass containers and
cardboard. These will all be included in the revised recycling collections.
6.

It is worth pointing out that these proposals for improved recycling collections also
include schools, and council premises. Part of the funding package awarded will
facilitate routine, free collections from schools within the borough, and also from
Council offices. The overall idea is to promote and stimulate recycling across all of
the areas served by the current collection services. Part of the plan will also be to
develop mechanisms to encourage the general public to greater participation in
recycling, possibly through reward schemes.

Finance
7.

This report is provided for information purposes only so there are no direct financial
implications from this report. The costs for service development will be met from
existing planned budgets, with additional support from the Weekly collection support
funding grant.

Law
8.

The Council’s duties and powers regarding waste management, including recycling,
and the collection and disposal of waste, are set out in Part II of the Environmental
Protection Act 1990, as amended.

9.

Pursuant to Section 1 of the Localism Act 2011, the Council has the general power
of competence to do anything that individuals generally may do.

Equality Impact
10.

There are no equality issues arising from this report, which is provided purely for
information purposes.

Recommendation
11.

That the Committee notes the future service development proposals for trade waste
collections and recycling.

…………………………………………..
John Millar
Director of the Urban Environment
Contact Officer: Graham Bailey: Telephone Number 01384 814760
Email: graham.bailey@dudley.gov.uk
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Agenda Item No. 7

Environmental Scrutiny Committee – 18th March 2013
Report of the Director of The Urban Environment
An update on Air Quality within Dudley Metropolitan Borough

Purpose of Report
1.1

This report is to provide members with an update on the current situation with
respect to air quality within Dudley Metropolitan Borough. It addresses the
following areas of work;
a. Air Quality monitoring undertaken within Dudley Borough.
b. Air quality issues in specific areas of the Borough.
c. Air Quality Action Plan progress & monitoring.
d. Defra funded projects
e. Statutory Requirements for 2013.

Background
2.1

Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council has a statutory duty under the
provisions of the Environment Act 1995 to review and assess air quality in its
area. The latest edition of the UK National Air Quality Strategy (NAQS)
published in 2007 identifies nine key pollutants which can adversely affect
human health.

2.2

Since 1997, Dudley MBC has either monitored or modelled concentrations of
all NAQS pollutants across the Borough. This work indicates that levels of
nitrogen dioxide at certain locations within the Borough do not meet the
government objectives but concentrations of all other pollutants covered by
the NAQS are currently compliant. The Council continues to monitor
concentrations of nitrogen dioxide and fine particulates to comply with its
obligations under Local Air Quality Management (LAQM) requirements.
Although compliant, fine particulate matter is still monitored for trend purposes
as high concentrations of this pollutant have been scientifically linked to
increased mortality rate.

2.3

Dudley MBC is legally required to declare one or more Air Quality
Management Areas (AQMAs) for those parts of the Borough in which the air
quality objective is likely to be exceeded. Declaration of The Dudley Borough
AQMA was completed in December 2007, amalgamating the former AQMAs
of Brierley Hill and Sedgley.

2.4

Dudley MBC is legally required to produce an Air Quality Acton Plan (AQAP).
The Borough AQAP has an associated work programme to control air quality
and where practicable reduce concentrations of pollutants. The Work
programme is reviewed every year & updated accordingly. Progress with the
Air Quality Action Plan is closely monitored and reported on a quarterly basis.
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2.5

The AQAP examines all of the major issues which can influence air quality,
including the highway network, land use planning, industrial & commercial
emissions, and how DMBC can “lead by example”. The annual work
programme utilised to implement the practical applications required by the
AQAP to control air quality has 40 separate actions planned for 2012 / 13,
100% of the targets for the first 6 months of 2012 / 13 have been achieved by
the end of September, they include;
(i)
A revised road marking layout has been introduced at the Dudley St /
Vicar St junction in Sedgley to reduce the blocking effect caused by
vehicles waiting to turn right into Vicar Street
(ii)
Increased provision of travel plans in private companies operating
within Dudley Borough to exceed the 18% target
(iii)
The introduction of a Parking Supplementary Planning Document
which requires the provision of electric vehicle charging points at new
developments within the Borough
(iv)
An independent review of the waste collection fleet operated by the
Council to identify fuel cost optimisation and to minimise emissions to
air.

2.6

The Borough wide air quality monitoring programme will continue during
2013/ 14. The monitoring programme provides essential data to inform the
ongoing review and assessment process. In particular monitoring continues at
the following locations:

2.7

(i)

The air quality station at Burnt Tree Island will monitor air quality
impacts of the retail development expansion at Town Gate Retail Park.
This project is being funded via a Section 106 agreement with the
developer (Tesco) to validate the results of their air quality
assessment. The monitoring project is due for completion in 2013 / 14.

(ii)

Air quality monitoring continues at the road side site in High Street,
Wordsley.

(iii)

The urban background air quality monitoring station located in the
Members car park, off St James’s Road, Dudley, continues to provide
essential background information. The unit is due to be re-located to
the rear of 4 Ednam Road.

(iv)

The roadside station at Colley Gate, Cradley, continues to provide
essential information on air quality in Windmill Hill

(v)

In addition, there are approximately 80 nitrogen dioxide diffusion tubes
located at strategic locations throughout the Borough. These locations
have been chosen to reflect new areas for consideration or to measure
the effectiveness of actions being carried out as part of the Air Quality
Action Plan.

Dudley MBC’s 2012 annual Air Quality Report was submitted to Defra in April
2012 and has been accepted. Ongoing exceedences of the annual mean
objective for nitrogen dioxide were confirmed at a number of roadside
locations throughout the Borough. The major source of pollution in these
areas has been identified as road traffic.
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2.8

It should be noted that the third year’s air quality monitoring in Brierley Hill
following the implementation of the Sustainable Access Network scheme has
confirmed a significant reduction in nitrogen dioxide levels in the High Street.
It is proposed to retain a small number of monitoring tubes in this area for
evaluation of future pollution trends.

2.9

In 2010 Dudley and the 6 other West Midlands Metropolitan Authorities
received a grant of £100,000 to initiate a Low Emission Strategy (LES) pilot
programme. In 2011 Defra provided a further £120,000 to extend the
boundaries of the LES programme and incorporate a West Midlands Low
Emission Zone (LEZ) feasibility study. In 2012 Defra provided a further
£150,000 to extend the LEZ study to examine The LES programme
specifically examines the issues of common “planning for air quality”
guidance, stimulating the uptake of low emissions technologies and strategies
and establishing a sustainable procurement process. Dudley has taken a lead
in the planning guidance project which is due for completion in the spring of
2013.

2.10

In addition to the Defra grants for the West Midlands, Dudley Council
continues to utilise the £9,900 provided to fund a joint project to be
undertaken by the Environmental Protection and Traffic and Road Safety
Teams. The project will raise awareness of air quality issues in school with
particular emphasis in reducing emissions associated with idling vehicles.

2.11

The Air Quality Action Plan is scheduled for review by 31st March 2014 it is
also our ambition to produce a Dudley Air Quality Strategy to compliment the
revised AQAP which clearly states the Council’s position on air quality and
climate change issues.

2.12

Air quality monitoring and the declaration of a whole Borough Air Quality
Management Area and the subsequent Air Quality Action Plan are designed
to help reduce concentrations of specific pollutants in air to within National
Objectives. This will have a positive impact on the environment and the health
of all people residing and working within the Borough.
Dudley’s Air Quality action plan can be viewed on the Council’s web pages
via the link below.
http://www.dudley.gov.uk/environment-planning/pollution-control/airquality/air-quality-action-plan-consultation/

Finance
3.1

Air Quality Monitoring work has to be funded from within existing budgets and
from external grants as they become available. The financial implications of
activities identified within Air Quality Action Plan will need to be funded on a
case by case basis.
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Law
4.1

Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council has a statutory duty under the provisions
of Part IV of the Environment Act 1995 to review and assess air quality in its
area.

Equality Impact
5.1

The proposals in this report do not impact on relevant groups or conflict with
the Council’s commitment to equality.

Recommendation
6.1

It is recommended that members,
a) Note the progress made with air quality monitoring and compliance with
the Air Quality Action Plan
b) Support continued monitoring in 2013 / 2014 together with continued
work to reduce air pollution in accordance with the aims of the Air
Quality Action Plan and in partnership with the other 6 West Midlands
Metropolitan Authorities.

John Millar
Director of Urban Environment
Contact Officer:

Tim Glews (Environmental Protection Manager)
Telephone: 01384 814606
Email: tim.glews@dudley.gov.uk

List of Background Papers
Dudley’s Air Quality Action Plan
The Environment Act 1995, Part iv
Air Quality Limit Values Regulations (as amended) 2001
Local Air Quality Management Guidance
Local Air Quality Management Policy Guidance
The United Kingdom National Air Quality Strategy
2012 Upgrading & Screening report to Defra
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Agenda Item No. 8

Environment Scrutiny Committee – 18th March 2013
Report of the Director of Adult Community and Housing Services
Regulation of the Private Rented Sector

Purpose of Report
1.

To provide Environment Scrutiny Members with a current position statement
relating to the regulation of private rented housing (PRS).

Background
2.

In 2008 the Minister for Housing commissioned an independent review of the
private rented sector (Rugg Review). The review was set in the context of
change in the sector as failures in other parts of the housing market had focused
attention on the growth of private renting and its interaction with owner
occupation and social housing. Questions were being asked about whether it
would be possible to increase the supply of rented housing to meet the overall
growing demand.
The comprehensive review addressed areas where the sector had reportedly
been underperforming namely:
• Delivering new and affordable property supply
• Securing higher levels of institutional investment
• Professionalising rental housing management
• Improving property quality
• Providing sustainable tenancies
• Homelessness prevention and discharging homelessness duty
• Managing problem private renting
The report concluded by outlining 6 policy ‘directions of travel’ including the need
for a sound evidence base and a firm understanding of the PRS from local to
national level, encouragement of a better understanding of managing rented
housing, development of initiatives to ‘grow’ the sector and light touch licensing
and effective redress to target the very worst landlords.

2.1

Regulations were proposed following this review but were later rejected following
a change in Government policy. It was stated that as the vast majority of
England’s 3 million private tenants were happy with the service that they
received it was considered that the current system struck the right balance
between the rights and responsibilities of tenants and landlords. The
Government had no plans to create any burdensome red tape and bureaucracy.
Local Authorities were instead expected to use the range of powers currently
available to them to tackle “rogue landlords” and aspiring homeowners would be
at the heart of the governments housing strategy. A subsequent guide for Local
Authorities to assist in dealing with rogue landlords was published in August
2012.
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2.2

The national debate has continued and the issues raised by the Rugg review
continue to be relevant in the current market. In October 2012 the Communities
and Local Government Committee commenced an Inquiry into the PRS to
consider issues relating to quality of accommodation, rent levels, regulation of
landlords and lettings agents, tenancy agreements, licensing of houses in
multiple occupation and discharge of homelessness duty in the PRS. The
outcome of this inquiry is expected in mid / late 2013.

2.3

A National Private Landlords Survey was carried out in 2010 that provided
some key information on the private rented stock. Some of the key findings
were:
• 89% of landlords were private individual landlords responsible for 71% of
all private rented dwellings, with a further 5% of landlords being company
landlords responsible for 15% of dwellings.
• 78% of landlords only owned a single dwelling for rent.
• Only 8% of landlords were full time landlords.
• 51% of all dwellings were acquired since 2000, 25% in the ten years
between 1990 and 1999.
• 97% of landlords made use of written tenancy agreements
• 91% required a deposit
• 84% required tenants to provide references
47% of landlords were happy to take tenants on housing benefit / local housing

Regulatory Powers
3.

The area of regulation within the PRS is a sometimes complex area governed by
much primary and secondary legislation details of which are contained in
Appendix 2. Each piece of legislation will identify who is responsible for
enforcement and this will vary with subject area. The power of enforcement
devolves not only to national and local bodies e.g. local authorities, Police and
Fire and Rescue Services, Health and Safety Executive, HMRC, UKBA etc., but
also provides a framework for landlords and tenants to take responsibility for
pursuing their own action in some circumstances.
This paper will deal with the primary regulatory powers for this sector available
to local housing authorities.

3.1

The Landlord and Tenant Act 1985 details the responsibilities and repairing
obligations of both the landlord and tenant. In general the landlord will be
responsible for keeping in good condition the structure and exterior of the
property together with its installations for the supply of water, gas, electricity and
sanitation. The landlord would not be required to carry our repairs resulting from
the tenants failure to use the property in a tenant like manner.

3.2

There are many different types of agreements available to landlords to let
properties i.e. secure tenancy, protected tenancy, licence to occupy, leases etc.
which will provide varying degrees of rights to the occupier. Some agreements
will provide substantial rights to remain in occupation whilst others will not. The
most common agreement used now by landlords is the assured shorthold
tenancy. This will enable the tenant to remain in their home until the landlord
has obtained a possession order through the court or until if they decide to
surrender the tenancy after the initial tenancy term.
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The substantial difference in terms of protection for tenants in assured shorthold
tenancies is that no grounds for possession have to be stated by the landlord to
obtain possession. This is very different to the other types of agreement where
possession can only be granted on specific grounds which would have to be
evidenced e.g. rent arrears, anti social behaviour etc.
3.3

The local housing authority i.e. Private Sector Housing Services, DMBC (PSH)
would become involved if action was taken by a landlord to illegally evict or
harass a tenant under the Protection from Eviction Act 1977. The correct
procedure must be taken by the landlord to gain possession of the property
which includes service of ‘notice to quit’, and obtaining a ‘possession order‘ in
the County Court.
Unfortunately this is often time consuming and expensive for landlords which
can lead to situations where tenants are deprived of their homes prematurely
either forcibly or voluntarily either through lack of knowledge or frustration on
behalf of the landlord. However any action taken by a landlord throughout the
life of tenancy to deprive a tenant of services, or if they conduct themselves in
such a manner as to affect the tenants occupation of the property etc. could be
construed as harassment. Neither of these circumstances is acceptable and
enforcement action would be taken against the landlord in accordance with the
current Enforcement policy. A close working relation exists with the
Homelessness Team to ensure appropriate action is taken to safeguard landlord
and tenants rights in these circumstances.

3.4

Landlords are encouraged to attend local courses designed to increase their
knowledge leading to improved professionalism and management of their
property portfolio and to become an accredited landlord through the ‘Midland
Landlord Accreditation Scheme’. This scheme is run by PSH in partnership
with other Midland authorities and provides a consistent standard for landlords
operating in our local authority areas and provides continuing professional
development through attendance at regular local landlord forms and through
newsletters.

3.5

Prospective tenants are encouraged to rent from landlords who are accredited
which provide them with a degree of reassurance in an otherwise unpredictable
and generally unlicensed market. PSH also provide a Deposit Guarantee for
landlords to enable people in housing need to enter the private rented sector
market for the first time where they are unable to raise the deposit. Subject to
satisfying the eligibility criteria the scheme provides assistance in identifying
suitable properties, ensures the property is affordable, sets up the tenancy and
provides a guarantee certificate to the landlord. Tenancy support is also
provided throughout the life of the guarantee to ensure that the tenancy does not
fail. The tenant is encouraged to save during this period to enable them to
replace the guarantee with a cash deposit when PSH withdraw the guarantee.
The no. of deposit guarantees issued since its launch in 2010/11 has risen year
on year and it is estimated that the increase this year will be at least threefold.
This reflects the growing demand for accommodation in this sector by people
with limited financial means struggling to find a deposit to access the sector.

3.6

All landlords taking deposits from their tenants under an Assured Shorthold
Tenancy agreement must protect the deposit in a government authorised
Deposit Protection Scheme within 30 days of receiving it from the tenant. The
tenant must be provided with key information relating to the deposit, where it is,
the amount and how to resolve any disputes at the end of the tenancy. If the
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deposit is not protected then the landlord cannot serve a ‘notice to quit’ requiring
possession. In these cases the tenant would have to take their own action in the
County Court to recover the unprotected rent deposit. However the Court in
these cases has the discretion to award up to three times the original deposit
sum to the tenant.
3.7

During the life of the tenancy the landlord should ensure that the property is
repaired and maintained to comply with the requirements of the Housing Health
and Safety Rating System (HHSRS) which is enforced by the local housing
authority i.e. PSH.
This system replaces the old ‘fitness’ standard which was based on structural
condition and provision of facilities only. The HHSRS introduces an assessment
of risk to the health and safety of occupants of the property as a result of
hazards and defects found in the property. If defects are identified through
either reactive or proactive inspection work then a range of actions is available
dependent upon the severity of the hazard identified in accordance with the
current Enforcement Policy. In general the actions available to PSH are:
•
•
•
•

informal advice
hazard awareness notice
improvement notice
prohibition notice

If an immediate danger to life was identified then powers are available for the
work to be undertaken by the local housing authority i.e. PSH, to remove the
danger and recover the cost from the landlord.
3.8

It should be noted that in some circumstances where assured shorthold tenants
complain about the condition of their homes that landlords will in return serve
notice to quit upon the tenant. This is known commonly as a ‘Retaliatory
Eviction’, and whilst widely discouraged by local housing authorities cannot be
prevented provided possession is obtained legally. PSH will ensure that the
property is satisfactorily repaired to the appropriate standard even if the
originating tenant is no longer in occupation. The good working relationship with
the Homelessness Team enables cases to be examined. Where possible
preventative work can commence early to identify solutions to the potential
homeless situation that could arise as a result of the landlords action.

3.9

Landlords must also ensure that gas appliances are maintained and that tenants
are provided with a current Gas Safety Certificate. Failure to do this is
enforced by the Health and Safety Executive (HSE). The HSE can also take
action where works are carried out by uncertified persons.

3.10 In addition to this landlords must also provide an Energy Performance
Certificate to give tenants an idea of how expensive it may be to heat the
property. Enforcement action would be taken by the local authority Trading
Standard departments.
3.11 In addition to the above there are also certain types of property known as
‘Houses in Multiple Occupation’ (HMO) that are subject to more stringent
regulation and licensing arrangements.
An HMO is a building that is either a single dwelling or a flat where one or more
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separate households share facilities such as a kitchen, toilet and bathroom.
HMOs that are over 3 storeys and are occupied by 5 or more persons
comprising two separate households must be licensed by the local housing
authority i.e. PSH.
The licensing scheme requires an application to be made for the property by a
‘fit and proper person’ for a fee. If a licence is granted then conditions are
applied in relation to the provision of adequate sanitary facilities, means of
escape from fire and suitable management arrangements. Where the property
falls below the required standards then enforcement action (generally the same
as those available under the HHSRS) may be taken. However where the
standard of management of a HMO falls below what is required then if it is
unlikely to improve the local authority may take over its management.
3.12 There has been much national discussion about the use of Selective Licensing
and the Local Authority may designate all or part of its area as being subject to
selective licensing subject to agreement by Central Government. The national
guidance states that consideration would be given to granting designation for the
area if:
• it is likely to improve the decreasing / low demand for housing in the
area, or
• if the area is experiencing a significant and persistent problem with anti
social behaviour, private landlords are failing to take action to combat the
problem and that by taking action the problem will be reduced or solved.
3.13 Finally, HMOs that do not need to be licenced to operate are required to comply
with the Management Regulations to ensure adequate facilities and
arrangements for safety are provided. These regulations are enforced by the
local housing authority, i.e. PSH.
3.14 Dudley Council is also signed up to Homestamp which is a partnership
consortium with an interest in private sector housing comprising of Local
Authorities, the Private Rented Sector, West Midlands Police and West Midlands
Fire Service. The aim of the consortium is to:
• encourage the supply of good quality private rented homes
• provide and facilitate information and training for landlords
• consider and respond to regional and national issues affecting the private
rented sector
• encourage joint working between all interested parties
Documents have been produced by Homestamp for owners, managers, letting
agents and contractors with the necessary information which will help them
provided their tenants with safe and high quality accommodation, and reduce the
need for intervention from local authorities. In November 2012 the Consortium
won the Public Service – Not for Profit Award in the national Landlord and
Letting Awards (the letting industry ‘Oscars’).
Local Regulation Activity
4.
In Dudley 7,976 households live in the private rented sector (6.2%) and the
Housing Needs Survey 2011 indicated that only 80.4% of private sector
tenants reported that their homes were adequate for their needs. Most reported
that improvements/repairs were required to make their homes more adequate.
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4.1

The Private Sector Stock Condition Survey 2007 indicated that 29% of private
rented housing failed to meet minimum housing standards the worst areas being
Central Dudley and Halesowen. Inadequate housing can result in poor health
and where conditions fall below standards of decency their potential effect on
health is clear. However other pressures such as accommodation that no longer
meets a changed household requirement, for example households who become
overcrowded can also trigger health related problems.

4.2

No detailed information is currently available in relation to local landlord
portfolios in Dudley. However, local knowledge of the sector indicates that its
operation resembles the national picture outlined in the key findings of the
National Landlords Survey 2010.

4.3

Appendix 1 provides detail of some of the regulation activities carried out by
PSH in private rented sector since 2008. This clearly shows a marked increase
in activity in over 75% of the areas of activity, notably:
• illegal evictions
• poor housing condition complaints
• pre enforcement action
• formal enforcement action
• prosecutions
• deposit guarantee
• Housing advice
Much of this increase can be attributed to the fact that the profile of this sector
has been highlighted in recent years both nationally and locally which has raised
the expectations of tenants. This coupled with the availability of relevant
information on the Councils website, worldwide web, clearer routes for reporting
problems and a responsive service delivery may have also contributed to this
increase.

4.4

Close working relationships and partnerships are continually being developed to
share information and to enable complex problems in the sector to be resolved
which involve multi agency approaches. The PSH team was also refocused in
2011 to provide a comprehensive service of enforcement coupled with
coordinated tenant and landlord support to achieve sustainable solutions in this
sector. Work in this area also underpins the preventative homelessness
agenda.

4.5

There are clear links between Health and Housing and housing information
relating to the private rented sector has been factored into the recently emerging
Joint Strategic Needs Assessment, ‘All About Dudley’ , Homelessness
Strategy and Housing Strategy 2013. There are some clear themes emerging
from these documents in terms of future focused work that relate to:
• raising housing and management standards in the private rented sector,
and
• encouraging more landlords to enter the market to provide more homes
to meet housing need

4.6

Finally, work has been in progress to develop a comprehensive Private Sector
Housing Assistance Policy with the intention of bringing together all current
initiatives and schemes operating in the borough for this sector. In addition to
this there are also proposals to introduce a Charging Policy to recover the cost
of enforcement action in the sector. It is suggested that this, coupled with the
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proactive education and support programmes currently operating, may reduce
the need for formal intervention by the authority. It is proposed to take this
document to the Housing Working Group for full consideration in due course.
Finance
5.

There are no financial implications arising from this report.

Law
6.

The Councils constitution contains details of the relevant legislation and provides
for the appropriate delegation to officers to enable them to carry out their statutory
duties within the private rented sector.

Equality Impact
7.

There are no equality implication arising from this report.

Recommendation
8.

It is recommended that:
•
The contents of the report are noted
•
Further reports be brought back to the committee to discuss elements of
the service in greater details if required
•
The Private Sector Housing Assistance Policy including the Charging
Policy be considered by the Housing Working Group

…………………………………………..
Andrea Pope-Smith
Director of Adult Community and Housing Services
Contact Officer:

Helen Barlow Head of Service Private Sector Housing
Telephone: 01384 812633
Email: helen.barlow@dudley.gov.uk

List of Background Papers
Rugg Review 2008
Dealing with Rogue Landords: DCLG
National Private Landlords Survey 2010 DCLG
Housing Health and Safety Rating System
Approval steps for additional and selective licensing designations in England DCLG
DMBC Private Sector Stock Condition Survey 2007
DMBC Housing Needs Survey 2011
DMBC Draft Joint Strategic Needs Assessment; All About Dudley
DMBC Draft Housing Strategy 2013 – 2015
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Appendix 1
Subject area

2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13
(est.)

Complaints received
against private
landlords relating to:
(i) illegal evictions

9

8

9

18

38

(ii) harassment

18

19

18

5

12

(iii) poor

No. of

85

74

52

269

320

housing

complaints

conditions

Cat 1

186

171

99

136

208

258

271

172

103

48

4

1

9

8

18

215

170

124

281

370

193

135

113

241

310

n/a

n/a

n/a

19

30

(iv) prosecutions taken

0

0

1

5

4

(v) prosecution success

0

0

1

5

4

n/a

n/a

8

25

116

36

124

135

165

238

hazards id
Cat 2
hazards id
(iv) unlicensed houses
in multiple occupation
No. of cases against
private landlord where:
(i) pre enforcement
action taken
(ii) pre enforcement
action resolved issue
(iii) notice served to
remedy poor housing
conditions

No. of deposit
guarantees issued
No. of housing advice
enquiries
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Appendix 2
Anti-terrorism, Crime and Security Act 2001
Anti-Social Behaviour Act 2003
Assured Tenancies and Agricultural Occupancies (Forms) (Amendment) (England)
Regulations 2003
Assured Tenancies and Agricultural Occupancies (Forms) (Amendment) (Wales)
Regulations 2003
Building Regulations Part P: Guidance Booklet
Consumer Protection Act 1987
Control of Asbestos Regulations 2006 (SI no.2739)
Control of Pollution Act 1974
Council Tax (Additional Provisions for Discount Disregards) Order 1992
Council Tax (Chargeable Dwellings) Order 1992
Council Tax (Discount Disregards) Order 1992
Council Tax (Exempt Dwellings) Order 1992
Council Tax (Liability for Owners) (Amendment) Regulations 1993
Council Tax (Liability for Owners) Regulations 1992
Crime and Security Act 2010
Data Protection Act 1998
Defective Premises Act 1972
Disability Discrimination Act 2005
Electrical Equipment (Safety) Regulations 1994 (SI no.3260)
Employment Rights Act 1986
Energy Performance of Buildings (Certificates and Inspections) Regulations 2007
Energy Performance of Buildings (Certificates and Inspections) (England and Wales)
(Amendment No.2)Regulations 2008
Energy Performance of Buildings (Certificates and Inspections) (England and Wales)
(Amendment) Regulations 2010
Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations 2010
Equality Act 2010
Equality Act 2006
Estate Agents Act 1979
Finance Act 2003 (Part 4)
Firearms Act 1968
Firearms (Amendment) Act 1988
Firearms (Amendment) Act 1997
Fixed Term Employees (Prevention of Less Favourable Treatment) Regulations 2002
Freedom of Information Act 2000
Furniture and Furnishings (Fire) (Safety) Regulations 1988 (SI no.1324)
Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations 1998 (SI No. 2451)
Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974
Health and Safety (Consultation with Employees) Regulations 1996
Health and Safety (Training for Employment) Regulations 1990
Home Information Pack (Suspension) Order 2010
Houses in Multiple Occupation (Management) (England) Regulations 2009
Houses in Multiple Occupation (Management) (Wales) Regulations 2009
Housing (Interim Management Orders)(Prescribed Circumstances) Order 2006
Housing (Scotland) Act 2010
Housing (Scotland) Act 2006
Housing (Scotland) Act 1988
Housing Act 1985 Part 10
Housing Act 1988
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Housing Act 1996
Housing Act 2004
Housing Act 2004 (Commencement No 5 and Transitional Provisions and Savings)
(England) Order 2006
Housing Act 2004 (Commencement No 5 and Transitional Provisions and Savings)
(Wales) Order 2006
Housing Act 2004 (Commencement No. 3 and Transitional Provisions and Savings)
(Wales) Order 2006
Housing Benefit (Local Housing Allowance and Information Sharing) Amendment
Regulations 2007
Housing Benefit (Local Housing Allowance, Miscellaneous and Consequential)
Amendment Regulations 2007
Housing Benefit (State Pension Credit)(Local Housing Allowance and Information
Sharing ) Amendment Regulations 2007
Housing Benefit (Amendment) Regulations 2009
Housing Health and Safety Rating System (England) Regulations 2005 (SI no.3208)
Housing Health and Safety Rating System (Wales) Regulations 2006
Housing (Tenancy Deposits) (Prescribed Information) Order 2007
Housing (Tenancy Deposit) (Specified Interest Rate) Order 2007
Housing (Tenancy Deposit) Order 2007
Income & Corporation Taxes Act 1988
Income Tax (Trading and other Income) Act 2005
Inheritance Tax Act 1984
Land Registration Act 2002
Land Registration Rules 2003 (Si no.1417)
Landlord and Tenant Act 1985 (as amended)
Landlord and Tenant Act 1987
Landlord Registration Act 2002
Licensing and Management of Houses in Multiple Occupation (Additional Provisions)
(England) Regulations 2007
Licensing and Management of Houses in Multiple Occupation (Additional Provisions)
(Wales) Regulations 2007
Licensing and Management of Houses in Mutiple Occupation and Other Houses
(Miscellaneous Provisions) (England) Regulations 2006
Licensing and Management of Houses in Mutiple Occupation and Other Houses
(Miscellaneous Provisions) (Wales) Regulations 2006
Licensing of Houses in Multiple Occupation (Prescribed Descriptions) (England) Order
2006
Licensing of Houses in Multiple Occupation (Prescribed Descriptions) (Wales) Order
2006
Local Government Act 2003
Local Government Finance Act 1992
Management of Health and Safety at Work (Amendment) Regulations 2006
Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 (as amended)
Management of Houses in Multiple Occupation (England) Regulations 2006
Management of Houses in Multiple Occupation (Wales) Regulations 2006
Manufacture and Storage of Explosives Regulations 2005
Money Laundering Regulations 2003
Money Laundering Regulations 2007
Mortgage Repossessions (Protection of Tenants etc) Act 2010
Occupiers Liability Act 1957
Plugs and Sockets etc. (Safety) Regulations 1994
Prevention of Damage by Pests Act 1949
Proceeds of Crime Act 2002
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Protection From Eviction Act 1977
Public Health Act 1961
Public Health Act 1936
Race Relations Act 1976
Regulatory Reform (Assured Periodic Tenancies) (Rent Increases) Order 2003
Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 (Si no.1541)
Regulatory Reform (Housing Assistance) (England and Wales) Order 2002
Rent Act 1977
Rent Acts (Maximum Fair Rent) Order 1999
Rent (Scotland) Act 1984
Rent Officer (Housing Benefit Functions) Amendment Order 2007
Rent Repayment Orders (Supplementary Provisions) (England) Regulations 2007
Rent Repayment Orders (Supplementary Provisions) (Wales) Regulations 2008
Residential Property Tribunal Procedures and Fees (England) Regulations) 2011
Residential Property Tribunal Procedure (England) Regulations 2006
Residential Property Tribunal (Fees) (England) Regulations 2006
Residential Property Tribunal Procedure (Wales) Regulations 2006
Residential Property Tribunal (Fees) (Wales) Regulations 2006
Safety Representatives and Safety Committees Regulations 1977
Selective Licensing of Houses (Specified Exemptions) (England) Order 2006
Selective Licensing of Houses (Specified Exemptions) (Wales) Order 2006
Selective Licensing of Houses (Additional Conditions) (Wales) Order 2006
Serious Organised Crime and Police Act 2005
Sewerage (Scotland) Act 1968
Sex Discrimination Act 1975
Taxation of Chargeable Gains Act 1992
Terrorism Act 2000
Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) (Amendment) (England) Order 2010
Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Develpment) (Amendment) (England)
Order 2010
Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) (Amendment) (Wales) Order 2002
Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) (Amendment) (England) Order 2006
Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) (Amendment) (England) Order 2005
Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987
Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997
Town and Country Planning Act 1990
Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts Regulations 1994
Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts Regulations 1999
Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts (Amendment) Regulations 2001
Water Industry Act 1991
Water Industry (Schemes for Adoption of Private Sewers) Regulations 2011
Water Environment (Controlled Activities) (Scotland) Regulations 2011
Welfare Reform Act 2007
Welfare Reform Act 2007 (Commencement no 4 and Savings and Transitional
Provisions) Order 2007
Work at Height (Amendment) Regulations 2007
Work at Height Regulations 2005 (as amended)
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Agenda Item No. 9

Environment Scrutiny Committee - 18th March 2013
Report of the Director of Adult, Community and Housing Services
Housing Fraud
Purpose of Report
1.

The purpose of this report is to update Members on the work being under taken in
Housing Services on the prevention and detection of Housing Fraud.

Background
2.

The demand for Council housing in Dudley is much higher than its availability. It is
imperative therefore that we prevent it being obtained and or used fraudulently.

3.

Dudley’s ‘Housing – Counter Fraud Policy’ was approved in February 2012.
During the last twelve months officers have been working on the practical
implementation of this policy.

4.

The Audit Commission published their annual ‘protecting the public purse report’
in December 2012, this report continues to report Housing tenancy fraud as the
single largest category of fraud loss in local government, by value. The Audit
Commission has revised its estimates from previous reports and suggests that
between 2% and 4% of social housing in England is being used for tenancy fraud,
this equates to nearly 98,000 social homes.

5.

The Prevention of Social Housing Fraud Bill was introduced as a Private
Members Bill by Richard Harrington MP, in July 2012. The Bill features measures
to make tenancy fraud a criminal offence. The new powers to be introduced under
the Bill to prosecute for offences associated with social housing fraud will lie with
Local Authorities. Housing associations and local authorities will be expected to
work in partnership to jointly investigate and prosecute cases. The Bill can be
viewed at www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/bills/cbill/20122013/0082/20130082.pdf

6.

Dudley is a member of the West Midlands Best Use of Stock (WMBUS)
partnership. There are a number of sub-groups that report to a Project Board
which include a regional Tenancy Fraud Forum (TFF) which has been established
to share good practice on tackling tenancy fraud.

Prevention and Detection of Tenancy Fraud
7.

The most cost effective way to tackle tenancy fraud is to prevent it from taking
place. The new on-line housing application form, that will be available for use
from early next Financial year, includes within it new questions and declarations
aimed at preventing fraudulent applications. A revised document checklist for
officers and the introduction of photo identification at application stage will also
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specifically improve our safeguards against identity fraud on housing applications.
8.

We are mindful that those who wish to commit Fraud will not do so neatly within
Local Authority boundaries. We remain committed to supporting and contributing
to the regional TFF and have signed up to the WMBUS Fraud Offer (attached at
Appendix A) which demonstrates the commitment in the West Midlands to
tackling tenancy fraud. The West Midlands is the first region in England to agree
such an offer.

9.

The regional TFF has collated good practice from across the region and
developed in partnership with the Chartered Institute of Housing a good practice
guide on how to prevent and detect Social Housing. We are already following
much of the good practice outlined in this document within Housing Services but
will use it as a guide for further improvements in the next twelve months.

10. Whilst prevention of Fraud is an important part of our Counter Fraud Policy we
are mindful there is also a need to improve our detection rate of Fraud already in
our system. Approval was given in October 2012 to create and appoint to a new
post of Tenancy Fraud Officer. The recruitment process for this post was
completed in December 2012 and the person appointed is expected to be in post
by April 2013. This Officer will lead and co-ordinate our approach to fraud
prevention and detection.
11. At the end of January 2013 the Department for Communities and Local
Government announced that £9.5m of funding was being made available for
2013/14 and 2014/15 to tackle tenancy fraud and invited Local Authorities to bid
for a share of this funding. Dudley is bidding for resources that would be used to
recruit a second Tenancy Fraud Officer to work in partnership with Housing
Associations who hold stock in the Borough to assist them with investigations of
fraud within their stock, as well as adding capacity for investigations in our own
stock and on housing applications. Resources are also being sought to purchase
software to assist with case management of fraud investigations which are often
very complex in nature. A regional bid is also being made for funding under the
umbrella of WMBUS, if successful resources from this bid will support the
development of data warehouse software hosted by Birmingham City Council to
which we subscribe our data for the purpose of identifying data matches that
indicate the existence of fraud. The regional bid is also seeking resources to
recruit officers to audit compliance with the regional fraud offer and to capacity
build partner’s skills and knowledge on prevention and detection of fraud. If
successful the funding for these bids will be released in April 2013.
12. Regular articles to raise awareness on what housing fraud is and what Housing
Services are doing to tackle it have been included in our tenant magazine “Home
Affairs”. A number of staff briefings were held with all housing management staff
during the summer of 2012 to raise awareness on how housing fraud may be
committed, why its important for us to tackle it and what to do when you spot it.
13. We continue to promote the Council’s Fraud Hotline (01384 814242 /
hotline@dudley.gov.uk) to encourage members of the public to report any
incidents of housing fraud to us for investigation. Since April 2012 there have
been seventeen reports made to this hotline which have been investigated in
Housing Services. One such report has resulted in the tenant surrendering
possession of the property and handing back their keys following investigation. A
further 4 cases are being monitored, including one report of sub-letting. We plan
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to do further promotion of the hotline in April when the Fraud Officer is in post.
This will include the promotion of the hotline on the side of our repair vans when
they are out on the estate.
14. We continue to work closely with Audit Services to develop local data matching
exercises that will alert us to the existence of fraud within our stock. Work on a
number of data sets will be developed further once the Tenancy Fraud Officer is
in post.
Performance Monitoring
15. In 2011/12 we reported to the audit commission the detection of 43 cases of
tenancy fraud. In previous years we had returned a figure of zero as our recording
methods did not allow us to identify from the reasons tenancies had ended which
ones had resulted from the detection of housing fraud.

16. In 2012/13 (April – December) 74 tenancy fraud investigations have been
concluded resulting in:
• 44 cases closed as no fraud
• 30 cases fraud detected
Of the 30 Case where fraud has been detected, in 15 cases the tenants
surrendered the keys after investigation, 14 have resulted in Legal Notice been
issued on the tenant or the tenant themselves giving notice to end their tenancy.
1 case has resulted in court action to end the tenancy.
For the same period 13 Housing Applications have had fraud investigations
concluded resulting in:
• 6 cases closed as no fraud
• 7 cases fraud detected
Of the 7 cases where the fraud has been detected 6 had their existing
applications cancelled and 1 applicant was excluded from making an application.
During the same period 1 Right to Buy application has been denied as a result of
a fraud investigation.
Finance
17

It is intended that the Housing Counter Fraud Policy will protect the Council from
financial loss that may result from someone obtaining or using a Council property
fraudulently.
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It was previously reported to this committee that the National Fraud Authority had
estimated based on national trends the cost of Housing Fraud to Dudley may be
somewhere between £3,100,000 and £5,200,000.

19. An indicative figure of £18,000 has been used nationally to calculate the cost of
tenancy fraud. This is considered to be the average cost of housing homeless
families in temporary accommodation. The Audit Commission has also suggested
another way to calculate the value of unlawfully occupied properties is to
calculate their replacement building costs and have suggested the use of an
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indicative figure of £150,000 per unit of accommodation.
20. If the above costs are applied to the number of tenancy fraud detections during
the financial year we can estimate the cost of tenancy fraud to us is somewhere
between 540,000 and 5,040,000. Locally there are no significant costs for
temporary accommodation as we make use of our own stock for this purpose.
The real financial cost to the Authority of tenancy fraud is therefore some what
subjective and can be legitimately described either as significant or insignificant.
However the real cost is the impact, that those who obtain or use social housing
fraudulently, have by blocking access to those who are in genuine need of social
housing on our waiting lists.
Law
33. The Housing Act 1985 gives grounds for possession.
The Fraud Act 2006, Theft Act 1968 &1978 and Proceeds of Crime Act provide
authority for action to be taken on acts of Fraud.
Equality Impact
34. An equality impact assessment was completed during the development of the
Housing Counter-Fraud Policy and mitigating actions agreed to reduce the risk of
any adverse impact that the introduction of photo identification and additional
identify checks may have on vulnerable persons and specific faith groups.
Recommendation
35. It is recommended that Members note the progress made to date on the
prevention and detection of Housing Fraud.

…………………………………………..
Andrea Pope-Smith
Director of Adult, Community & Housing Services

Contact Officers:

Nigel Collumbell
Telephone: 01384 815050
Email: Nigel.collumbell@dudley.gov.uk

List of Background Papers
Housing Counter Fraud Policy
Protecting the Public Purse 2012
WMBUS Fraud Offer
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APPENDIX 1
DIRECTORATE OF Adult, Community and Housing Services
Date: February 2012

Housing – Counter Fraud Policy
Implementation date: February 2012
Aims and objectives
The demand for Council housing in Dudley is much higher than its availability. It
is imperative therefore that we have robust policy and procedures in place to
prevent it being obtained and / or used fraudulently.
The policy aims to counter housing fraud which might occur as a result of:
Fraudulent applications for housing (new or transfer)
Fraudulent claims of homelessness
Payment for mutual exchanges
Unauthorised sub-letting of the whole or part of the property
Non occupation by tenant as their principal home
Wrongly claimed succession
Unauthorised assignment
Key selling
Targeting vulnerable tenants to use their tenancy for unlawful and / or criminal
activity (also known as cuckooing)
Fraudulent Right to Buy claims and or avoidance of discount re-payments
Non-disclosure of relevant changes to household make up pertinent to a housing
application or a tenancy
Identity fraud
Housing Services will counter fraud by the use taking the following actions:
•

Applicants and tenants will be required to provide signed declarations at
key stages in housing processes as determined necessary by the author
of the policy or procedure as a first measure to counter fraud. This will
also be used as an opportunity to communicate to the person making the
declaration that should they knowingly or recklessly make false
statements which lead or were intended to lead to unfair advantage or
gain that action will be taken against them for housing fraud.

•

Identity checks will be undertaken on applicants and existing tenants at
appropriate times as determined by procedure guidance and or best
practice. This will include but will not be limited to checks at point of
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application, at the start of the tenancy, during routine or targeted home
checks, during appointments to deal with significant tenancy management
issues or as part of any counter fraud investigation.
•

Applicants and tenants will be required to provide an up to date full face
passport sized photo to be held on their housing records for the purpose
of conducting identity checks.

•

Applicants and tenants will be required to provide National Insurance
numbers as part of the household data we will collect, hold and regularly
update for the purpose of countering housing fraud.

•

A document checklist will be produced and updated on documents that
applicants and tenants may be requested to produce to prove their
identity. Officers checking identity will be trained and provided with
reference tools / web sites to be able to confidently identify false
documents.

•

Where there is reasonable suspicion that an individual is trying to or has
committed a housing fraud, housing services will make use of economic
activity and other data tracing tools to collect evidence to detect and take
appropriate action to stop the fraud.

•

Housing Services will subscribe to and be an active member of the
national fraud initiative and will undertake other local data matching
exercises as it sees fit to identify housing fraud in Dudley.

•

Key fob exchanges and other practical measures to identify or exclude
unauthorised occupants from our properties will be undertaken where
considered appropriate.

•

Good practice on investigation techniques into suspected fraud will be
collated and shared regularly with officers involved in counter fraud
activities. Housing Services will also work in partnership with other social
housing providers to share information, data and good practice where they
are willing to do so to prevent and detect housing fraud.

•

Housing Services will promote the confidential reporting of fraud by
residents/public

Where investigations identify that a housing fraud has been committed housing
services will take appropriate and proportionate action which may include the
following:
•

Application for possession of any property obtained, retained or used
fraudulently.
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•
•
•
•

Recovery of any monies obtained as a result of the fraud e.g. rent paid
tenants to who the property is unlawfully sub-let
Exclusion or, deferral from, or demotion on the waiting list for
accommodation
Report to the Police for criminal investigations and action
Offer advice and assistance to other victims of the fraud, for example a
person who has unknowingly paid rent to a tenant who has unlawfully sublet their Council tenancy to them.

To deter those who may be considering committing a housing fraud Housing
Services will publicise details of any actions we will take to counter fraud, details
of cases where action has been taken and encourage members of the public to
report fraud through all appropriate media and communication channels.

Legislation
The Housing Act 1985 gives grounds for possession.
The Fraud Act 2006, Theft Act 1968 &1978 and Proceeds of Crime Act provide
authority for action to be taken on acts of Fraud

Brief description of the procedure
This policy should be read in conjunction with the following policy & procedure
documents:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lettings Policy
Home Checks
Abandoned Properties
Right to Buy
Lodgers & Sub-letting
Succession
Mutual Exchanges
Sole to joint tenancy
Joint to sole tenancy
Illegal Occupancy
Tenancy sign up
Tenant name change
Gas Access
Name Change
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•
•
•
•

Decants
New tenancy visits
Sign up
Temporary accommodation

All procedures are regularly reviewed to reduce the risk of fraud occurring.

Performance Monitoring
The following management information will be recorded and reported on:
• The number of investigations conducted on housing fraud
• The number of housing frauds identified and action taken to stop the fraud
from continuing

Resources
The counter fraud work will be carried out within existing staffing resources.
There is a small financial cost associated with the use of some credit and data
checking traces but this is not expected to exceed £1000 in anyone year and can
be met from existing resources. There will also be some costs associated with
communications but again it is anticipated these will be met from existing
resources.
There is a risk the policy could increase costs associated with void management
and legal enforcement action.

Consultation
Dudley Federation Tenants Residents Association and the 5 Area Housing Panel
have been consulted on the approaches Housing Services intend to take during
2011 in the development of this Policy.

Impact Assessments
The introduction of the Counter Fraud Policy will have positive impacts on
tenants who are vulnerable and who maybe more susceptible to the risks of
‘cuckooing’ where individuals are targeted to use their tenancy for unlawful or
criminal activity.
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The use of Photo Identification may be objected to by some people on religious
or belief grounds. Research indicates that this approach has been adopted by
other social landlords without any such objections but mitigating actions put in
place to address this issue.
Mitigating actions will also be developed to minimise any risk to persons who are
the subject of cuckooing or other harassment and are unable to produce
identification because it has being with-held from them.
Staff who undertake fraud investigations will be provided with appropriate training
on how to conduct such investigations and will also have passed the Corporate
equality and diversity training.

Review
This policy will be reviewed as the need arises or no later than 3 years from its
implementation date

Policy Owner :
Date of approval :

Nigel Collumbell
28th February 2012
(Decision Sheet Reference DACHs/005/2012)
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FOREWORD
As providers of social housing we know that social housing is a valuable asset.
Currently, demand significantly outstrips supply and it is our duty to ensure our
homes are being let to those households in genuine need of housing. The cost
of tenancy fraud to the public purse is estimated to be £900m every year; in
fact in terms of financial scale, it is the most significant area of fraud facing local
government.
We are frustrated that tenancy fraud prevents us from making the best use
of our housing stock and offering every one of our properties to families and
individuals in need of a home. In many cases, tenants make significant sums of
money from unlawfully sub-letting their property and therefore denying people
with a genuine need the opportunities social housing can afford.
We intend to stop tenancy fraud and have chosen to work as a partnership to
take robust action to tackle it. Collectively the seven local authorities and 11
housing providers of the WMBUS partnership are responsible for more than a
quarter of a million socially rented homes across the West Midlands region.
This document outlines our commitment to work together and what we as a
partnership intend to do. We see this as a statement of intent by us and a clear
message to our tenants of our determination to prevent, detect and pursue
cases of tenancy fraud.

Signed:
Ruth Cooke 					

Kerry Bolister

CE Midland Heart

Director Sandwell
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What is Tenancy Fraud
Tenancy Fraud, also know as a Social Housing Fraud, is the unlawful or
illegal misuse of a social-rented property. This can include, but is not limited
to, actions like subletting the property for profit whist the registered tenant
lives elsewhere, or abandoning the property and not using it as their sole and
principle home. Tenancy Fraud is a national concern as it prevents people
in real need of housing from accessing homes which are being used by
fraudsters.
The West Midlands Making Best Use of Stock Partnership (WMBUS) have
agreed a set of commitments to tackle tenancy fraud which are outlined in this
document.

The Scale of Tenancy Fraud
The Audit Commission estimated in 2009 that at least 50,000 properties in
England were being fraudulently used- equating to 1% of the total social
housing stock. More recent research has suggested that the true figure may be
close to 150,000 socially rented homes.
Given the total stock holdings for the seven local authorities and 11 housing
providers in the WMBUS Group of approximately 262,000it is certain there
will be levels of social housing fraud that needs to be detected, and more
importantly prevented in the future.
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The Cost of Tenancy Fraud
The National Fraud Authority has placed a value of £900m on the cost of
tenancy fraud to the public purse each year. This calculation is based on the
average cost of keeping a family in temporary accommodation for 12 months,
because for every property which is being used fraudulently, a household is
denied access to suitable accommodation.
Using the estimated figure of approximately 1% of social housing use being
fraudulent, we can assume there are approximately 2,600 fraudulently
used properties across the WMBUS group. According to the National Fraud
Authorities calculations, the cost of tenancy fraud to the public purse in the
region is estimated at £46 million each year.
Furthermore the replacement value of the fraudulently used stock (that is the
cost to build properties to make up for those being occupied fraudulently)
equates to £390 million.
Currently, there are almost 2 million families in England on the social housing
waiting list, as well as 250,000 severely over-crowded households in urgent
need of appropriate housing.
New legislation enacted as part of the Welfare Reform Act 2012, in particular
the ‘size criteria’ element of housing benefit payments, has increased demand
for available properties across the social housing sector.
The DWP has estimated that 110,000 housing benefit claimants in the West
Midlands region will be affected by the size criteria and would benefit from
moving into a smaller social rented property.
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Definitions
There are a number of forms of tenancy fraud, which can occur at any stage
during the tenancy ‘lifecycle’. The specific details of what constitutes tenancy
fraud are outlined below:

Unauthorised Subletting
The tenant claims to live at the property, but instead lets all or part of it out
without landlords’ consent.

Non- Occupation
The tenant claims the property as their principal home, but instead uses it as a
second property and uses it infrequently.

Key Selling
The tenant leaves the property and passes on the keys in return for a favour, or
in place of a payment, or in exchange for payment. This would present itself as
unauthorised occupation after the keys had changed hands.

Fraudulently Obtaining Social Housing
The tenant provides false information in order to gain a tenancy.
This includes:
•

Misrepresentation of circumstances - including providing a false statement

when applying to join the housing waiting list, or providing a false statement
when applying as a homeless person
•

Providing false identification – including using false documents or

misrepresenting their identity using another persons’ documents
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Wrongly Claimed Succession
The rules surrounding succession are complex, but the terms of wrongly
claimed succession can be generalised as:
•

The occupier is not a person who is entitled to succeed- they do not have

the right kind of relationship with the former tenant, or they have not resided at
the property for appropriate length of time

Unauthorised Exchange and Assignment
Unauthorised Exchange occurs when two or more tenants ‘swap’ their homes,
without obtaining permission from the landlord.
Unauthorised Assignment occurs when the tenant gives their tenancy to partner
or family member who may or may not have lived in the property with them,
without obtaining permission from the landlord.

WMBUS Commitments
The National Fraud Authority (NFA) has published a strategy for Local
Authorities to better protect themselves from fraud across the public sector,
including tenancy fraud. The strategy, titled Fighting Fraud Locally, outlines
three strands of a successful counter-fraud approach: Acknowledge, Detect and
Pursue
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Acknowledge
Fighting Fraud Locally recommends that in order to effectively tackle
fraud, organisations should:
•

Assess and understand fraud risks

•

Commit support and resources

•

Maintain a robust anti-fraud response

In response the WMBUS Partnership commits to:
•

Review current procedure for the housing application process to identify 		
areas of vulnerability for fraud to enter the system

•

Review ‘fraud awareness’ at an organisational level and identify any need 		
for additional training

•

Review current tenancy fraud policy and procedure for each organisation
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Detect
The Fighting Fraud Locally strategy recommends that in order to
effectively detect fraud organisations should:

•

Make better use of information technology

•

Enhance fraud controls and processes

•

Develop a more effective anti fraud culture

To meet these objectives, WMBUS will:

•

Take part in regional data matching with other providers across the West 		
Midlands

•

Maintain accurate records of reports of tenancy fraud including outcomes

•

Conduct systematic pre-tenancy checks and update historic application 		
information for those on the housing waiting list

•

Verify applicants ID and documentation in line with good guidance

•

Include signed statements on all tenancy applications and agreements that
verify the accuracy and truthfulness of statements given by applicants

•

Conduct tenancy audits, either as part of a planned programme of visits or 		
to properties considered to be ‘at risk’ of tenancy fraud

•

Take photographs of tenants and link the images to the tenancy files

•

Develop a regional awareness-raising campaign for the public

•

Provide a reporting facility for the public and staff
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Pursue
In order to effectively pursue cases of fraud, the Fighting Fraud Locally strategy
recommends:

•

Prioritising fraud recovery and the use of civil sanctions

•

Developing the capability and capacity to use the legislation available to 		
deal with fraudsters appropriately

•

Collaborating across local authorities and with law enforcement

The WMBUS Partnership will:
•

Actively seek to resolve appropriate cases of tenancy fraud through both the
civil and criminal courts, if necessary, to recover money and property, as 		
well as seeking justice for criminal acts

•

Promote, as group, successes in tackling tenancy fraud

•

Work as a partnership to commission legal services to assist in compiling 		
cases for court and for advisory services

•

Share good practice and lessons learned across Partners

•

Link in to national good practice sharing networks
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Agenda Item No. 10

Meeting of the Environment Scrutiny Committee - 18th March 2013
Report of the Assistant Director of Housing Services - Directorate of Adult,
Community & Housing Services
Review of Allocations and Tenancy Policy

Purpose of Report
1.

To consider the outcome of consultation on issues arising from the Localism Act, the
revised Code of Guidance on Allocations, and Welfare Reform.

Background
2.

This report concerns Dudley’s Allocations Scheme for council housing and
nominations, and the types of tenancy we offer. Consultation began with a listening
exercise that took place in summer 2012 and with debate at the annual Tenant
Conference in September. The Housing Working Group then considered the issues
at its meeting on 12th December 2012, since which time there has been formal
consultation with
• Dudley Federation of Tenants & Residents Associations
• Private registered providers (housing associations), through Dudley Housing
Partnership
• The Homelessness Strategy Review Group
• Area Housing Panels
• Customers, through an on line and paper questionnaire.

3.

The purpose of this report is to summarise the outcomes of the consultation and the
intended way forward. The views of the Housing Working Group are that certain
decisions could be made now, but others should be deferred. The main options still
under consideration relate to
• Whether to maintain an open waiting list or to exclude certain groups
• Whether to introduce any new priority groups
• Whether to make use of the new flexible (fixed term) tenancies
• How best to address some of the imbalance in supply and demand for different
age groups and household sizes through our designations policy on flats and
maisonettes.

Waiting list
4.

Subject to eligibility under Nationality and Immigration rules set by government, we
currently allow anyone over 18 and a small number of 16/17 year olds to join our
waiting list, providing they are not subject to specific exclusions related to their
previous behaviour. However, we generally give a lower priority on the list to people
from other boroughs, people with equity from the sale of owner occupied properties,
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and people who owe us money. Our policy on debt will need to be reviewed in
response to Welfare Reform, and it is suggested that we should allow tenants to
transfer or exchange their homes for smaller accommodation where either
• The rent account is clear prior to 1st April 2013 and falls into arrears because
the tenant is genuinely unable to pay the under occupation penalty
• There were arrears prior to 1st April 2013 which had been regularly reduced for
a period of at least three months and the tenant will have an under occupation
penalty which they are genuinely unable to pay.
5.

The new flexibilities are designed to allow us to maintain a smaller, more manageable
waiting list, and we could choose, for example
• To exclude completely people who do not already live in the borough
• To require people to have lived here for a certain period of time before joining
the list (or for a certain amount of time over previous years)
• To exclude all owner occupiers, or all except those to whom we have a
statutory duty and/or those needing sheltered housing
• To exclude people who in our view have no housing need.

6.

The advantages of maintaining a smaller list are that we may expend less officer time
on managing applications and may avoid raising unrealistic customer expectations.
The disadvantages are that we may have to deal with more challenges and appeals,
will have less real time data on housing demand, and may have fewer applicants
available for properties that are difficult to let.

7.

The outcome of our December meeting was that Members leaned towards an open
list with less preference for some groups, but were concerned about the impact of
neighbouring authorities introducing exclusions. So far, only Sandwell have decided
to introduce a qualification around length of residence, but some others are still
considering. We know that Sandwell is already our main source of migration into
Dudley, and demand may well increase. It is therefore felt prudent at this stage to
defer our decision until the position of neighbouring authorities is decided.

Preference on the waiting list
8.

The existing bandings scheme is at Appendix A. It has been in place since June 2010
and has worked well to prioritise on a combination of housing need, benefit to the
council, and waiting time, accepting of course that the excess of demand over supply
means that many more are disappointed than are successful. Consultation has
explored whether we should take up the new opportunity to prioritise on “community
contribution”, and whether there are needs that are not currently recognised.

9.

Some of our private registered providers are starting to build community contribution
into their customer contract, and therefore support the principle. DFTRA Board also
agreed with the principle, whilst recognising that it may be a challenge to implement
and manage. Around half of customers felt that community contribution should be
recognised, whilst one quarter disagreed and one quarter had no views either way.
However, in considering what sort of community contribution may be relevant, 77%
wanted to see Armed Forces personnel prioritised, and around 50% in each case
supported foster/adoptive parents, people working or volunteering (especially those in
low paid employment in the immediate area), and carers.

10. Recent changes in the law have extended the rights of Armed Forces personnel
including reservists, and any who have a connection to Dudley would already be in
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band 1 or 2. It has been suggested that we could give additional preference by
backdating their band start date to the date of enlistment to give priority over the
majority of others in the band. Foster/adoptive parents are currently dealt with
through the exceptions process which if confirmed by Childrens Services would
generate band 2. We could therefore make them a named category in this band,
instead of dealing with them by exception. The Working Group supported both of
these proposals, but felt that giving preference to people who are working,
volunteering or caring should only be considered as part of a local lettings plan, either
for a new build scheme, or to address specific issues in an area.
11. In addition to “community contribution”, we have also consulted around other factors
that may or may not be regarded as housing needs. There was widespread support
for both social and private tenants to be given some preference where their present
home has become unaffordable through Welfare Reform or other factors, and the
Working Group felt that this should be identified as a need. They also agreed that the
the existing rule for tenants wishing to transfer within two years of taking up a tenancy
should be strengthened, so that such a transfer can only take place where the tenant
has exceptional, unforeseen circumstances, and the move is of some benefit to the
council.
12. The position on our waiting list of private tenants and lodgers is that they are
generally in band 6 unless they are also overcrowded or have other needs. The
Working Group felt that this should be reviewed at a later date in conjunction with the
matter of exclusions from our waiting list, and that we can also consider at that time
whether to simplify the scheme by reducing the number of bands. It is recognised that
in the present housing and benefit climate, it is preferable for most young adults to
remain at home unless either they are working or there is some genuine reason that
they need to move out. It would support this if we adopt 16 instead of 18 as the age
at which a young person needs their own room at home, which will allow some
families a better chance to upsize and is in line with the bedroom standard.
13. Earlier consultation had questioned the level of priority given to people leaving tied
tenancies, but the wider consultation indicated majority satisfaction with these having
some preference.

Best use of stock
14. Our exercise to identify and talk to tenants who will be affected by the “bedroom tax”
has revealed that many tenants under-occupying houses are hoping to be able to
“pay to stay”, although some will be looking to downsize if the accommodation on
offer is acceptable. Conversely, more tenants in flats and maisonettes are saying that
they want to move or will have to do so. These are mainly single people in two bed
flats, and couples and small families in three bed maisonettes. Accepting as
suggested in paragraph 15 that we will give some priority to these, we will be adding
to the challenges that we already face. The bedroom standard allows one bedroom
each for
• Each couple or adult
• Each pair of children of the same sex under 16
• Each pair of children of opposite sexes under 10
• Any other child
15. We need to make more of our one and two bedroom accommodation available to
younger people (under 30) and small families respectively. We need to ensure that
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flatted accommodation is attractive, carefully let and well-managed if it is to be
attractive to households who are currently living in or bidding for houses. We also
need to ensure that changing the mix of tenants does not drive out any existing
residents. The current designations are out of step with demand, because 44% of
single people on our waiting list are under 30 and only 7% of our stock is open to this
group, whereas 33% of single applicants are 40-59 and 92% of stock is open to this
group. Allowing for some variation in rules, the general mix of accommodation is:
No. of Bedrooms No. of Bedrooms
0
8

1
242

No. of
Bedrooms
2
313

165

148

0

0

YOUNG SINGLES (UNDER 30)

1

129

108

14

OVER 30s & FAMILIES

55

984

1326

647

SINGLES & COUPLES 40+

23

2527

1194

26

OLDER PEOPLE

101

298

10

7

Designation
ANY AGE OVER 30 (CHILDLESS)
ANY AGE (CHILDLESS)

No. of Bedrooms
3
1

16. Private registered providers understood the issues but recognised that they need to
be addressed by the council and its tenants and residents. The DFTRA Board
accepted that “no change is not an option” and asked for wide consultation with
affected residents. All tenants and leaseholders in flats and maisonettes were written
to and invited to express their views, and there was a consultation meeting with the
High Rise Living Forum on 26th February. A final analysis of the feedback is still being
collated, but on the results to date
• 26.5% felt that different age groups and household types should continue to be
segregated, by allocating them to different floors within a block
• 20.6% felt that high rise blocks should continue to be designated by age, but
two bed mature flats could be let to people with adult children
• 18% felt that most low rise flats should be for younger people and families, so
that most high rise could remain as they are
• 16.5% felt that all designations should be abolished
• 9.2% preferred an area by area solution, even if this meant families in high rise
blocks
• 3.3% said we should allow small families (one child) in high rise blocks.
17. A number of residents have also written in, mostly to express their views that their
particular block is best suited to older people. Some of these are from very small,
settled communities, some of which have particular facilities such as Homecall, and it
should be possible to reassure them at an early stage. The demographics are such
that any accommodation currently reserved for and suited to people of pensionable
age should be able to be preserved, and that we will be looking to add to it.
18. The whole issue of designations has to be addressed, but it will be critical that
whatever approach is agreed, the implementation must be carried out sensitively and
we must be accountable to existing residents. A useful discussion was held with the
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High Rise Living Forum along these lines, and began to consider what additional
safeguards may be required.
19. The Working Group agreed that a major exercise needs to be undertaken over
coming months to explore the future use of our high and low rise blocks, and that
they would wish the issue to remain part of their work programme.

Tenancy conditions
20. The Localism Act has introduced the option of flexible (ie fixed term) tenancies. The
rights of existing tenants to a lifetime tenancy are protected, but new tenants could be
offered fixed term tenancies which comply with our Tenancy Strategy. These would
generally need to be tenancies of five years with the option to renew, and could be
used across the board or selectively.
21. The advantages of applying these new flexibilities are that they improve our ability to
make the best use of our housing stock, albeit only in respect of new and future
tenancies. For example, we might choose to use fixed term tenancies for particular
stock (eg adapted properties & larger family homes) or for particular customers (eg
foster parents & others with short term needs). The use of fixed term tenancies might
provide reassurance to existing residents if we are changing the designation of a
block of flats.
22. The view of DFTRA was that as existing tenants are protected, it would be acceptable
to consider fixed term tenancies for new customers, in response to short term needs
and high demand homes. There were mixed views expressed by this Working Group
and by Area Panels. It was noted in discussion at Dudley Housing Partnership that
historically customers have preferred council offers to housing association offers, so
perhaps we should guard against making our offer to prospective tenants too much
more attractive than the housing association offer, as we are all working together to
meet housing needs.
23. The views expressed so far by customers are
• 50.7% felt Dudley council tenancies should continue to be for life
• 18.4% felt some tenancies should be fixed term because the tenant’s needs
may be short term
• 17.3% felt all new tenancies should be fixed term and people should move on
when they no longer need a council home
• 11.8% felt some tenancies should be fixed term because the property is in
short supply eg adapted homes and large houses.
24. The Working Group considered these responses, but also drew attention to the
specific issue of high cost voids that had occurred because tenants refused
improvements. It was suggested that the use of fixed term tenancies would make it
easier for the council to manage its customer relationship, because tenants who were
resistant to providing access for improvements and for home checks would know that
ultimately their tenancy might not be renewed. The Working Group therefore felt that
more work should be undertaken on the potential use of flexible (fixed term)
tenancies.
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Conclusion
25. Members’ views are invited, and will be reported to the Cabinet Member for Housing,
Libraries, Archives & Adult Learning to consider the immediate changes and further
work to be undertaken.

Finance
26. There are no specific financial implications arising from this report at this stage.

Law
27. The powers and duties of housing authorities in relation to the allocation and
management of Council housing are set out in the Housing Acts 1985 and 1996, the
Homelessness Act 2002 and the Localism Act 2011.

Equality Impact
28. The review could potentially lead to some changes impacting on residents within the
borough and outside it. An Equality Impact Assessment has therefore been
commenced.

…………………………………………..
Diane Channings
Assistant Director, Housing Services
Directorate of Adult, Community & Housing Services
Contact Officer:

Sian Evans, Head of Service – Housing Options
Telephone: 01384 812021
Email: sian.evans@dudley.gov.uk

List of Background Papers
Dudley Housing Needs Survey & draft Housing Strategy
(considered by Housing Working Group 11th December 2012)
Dudley/Black Country Tenancy Strategy
Dudley Homelessness Strategy
Dudley Lettings Policy
Localism Act Part 7
Code of Guidance on Allocations
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Appendix A

Bandings Scheme – as at February 2013

Band 1 – People the Council needs to move, ie any of the following
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

People whose homes the Council is planning to demolish
People who are tenants of a family house in the borough, owned by the Council or a
housing association, and who will be moving to a flat or one bedroom bungalow
People who have to leave a Council tenancy following the death of the tenant
People giving up a joint tenancy of a Council or housing association rented property
following a relationship breakdown, for the partner with the care of the children to
remain there
People giving up two Council or housing association rented properties in the
borough, for one property of similar or lower demand
People who are ready to move on from supported housing that is subject to
Dudley’s Move On Protocol or to be discharged from hospital subject to a change of
accommodation
People who have a disability and whose homes cannot reasonably be adapted to
meet their needs including members of the Armed Forces and former members,
including reservists, injured in active service

Band 2 – People with urgent needs, ie any of the following
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Members of the Armed Forces and former members, including reservists, who are
entitled to additional preference under SI 2012 No 2989
People the Council has accepted as unintentionally homeless and in priority need
from a settled address within the borough – this need will be awarded band 2 for
one month and can only be extended if it was not possible for the need to be met in
that time
People who are severely overcrowded (lacking two or more bedrooms)
People who need to move urgently from a rented home with a serious hazard that
cannot be repaired
People with urgent medical, disability, or related support need
People with approval for an urgent management move usually because of violence
or serious risk of violence
People who have to leave a tied tenancy because their employment has ended
through no fault of their own
People with other urgent and exceptional needs not covered elsewhere including
those the Council has accepted as referrals from partner agencies

Band 3 – People with more than one need, ie more than one reason from the list in
band 4
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Band 4 – People with one need, ie any of the following
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

People accepted by the Council as needing to move into the borough to work or to
give or receive support – this need cannot be combined with other needs to create
a Band 3 need
People who are homeless but not included in Band 2 because they are non priority
or are homeless intentionally – this need cannot be combined with other needs to
create a Band 3 need, because the homelessness decision and award of Band 2 or
4 will have taken account of all relevant factors
People with moderate medical, disability, or related support needs
People who are overcrowded and need one more bedroom than they have
including a single person aged 18 or over and having to share a room other than
with their partner, or a single person having to share a room with more than one
person
People who are Council or housing association tenants within the borough and will
be releasing a family home
People who are Council or housing association tenants within the borough, who are
singles or childless couples and will be moving from a home that is not for their age
group or household type to one that is
People with other exceptional needs not covered elsewhere including those the
Council has accepted as referrals from partner agencies

Band 5 – People with reduced priority (subject to a right of appeal), ie any of the
following
• People with one or more housing needs, but whose present or last settled address
is not within the borough, and who have no particular need to live here
• People with one or more housing needs, but who have or have had sufficient equity
to afford private rental
• People with one or more housing needs, but who have reduced priority because
they have failed to pay rent, have caused neighbour nuisance or anti social
behaviour, or have breached other conditions of tenancy

Band 6 – People with no recognised need, for example
• Single people or couples who are lodging and have their own bedroom
• People who have a tenancy or own a property that is adequate for their needs

Band 7 – People with no recognised need who also have reduced priority (subject to
a right of appeal), ie
• People who would be in Band 6 (no need) and have reduced priority for reasons
such as those described in Band 5
• People who have a housing need but have had all priority removed due to very
serious anti social behaviour that makes them unsuitable to be a tenant
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